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Every day, illegal eavesdropping occurs in personal spaces and on personal devices. 
Bad actors are hard at work to gain access to your home, wi-fi and devices so they can 
access your personal information and violate your privacy. From corporate espionage 
attacks on executive homes, to information gathering against litigants, to financial 
and/or identity fraud targeting, bad actors will go to any length to capture valuable 
information exchanged in personal spaces.  

When you suspect your personal spaces and devices are compromised, you need 
comprehensive Residential Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM)/ 
Cyber TSCM services to detect these attacks. Your privacy is too important to leave 
compromised. But what can you do?

Enter the ComSec Global Counterespionage Specialists.
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Global Counterespionage Specialists

At ComSec LLC, we are counterespionage experts with over 30 
years of experience, specializing in threat assessments, electronic 
surveillance detection and restoring privacy and peace of mind.

With our expertise, we detect bugging devices and other technical 
surveillance threats to help our clients restore their privacy. How? 
We use a multi-faceted approach that includes HUMINT (Human 
Intelligence), cyber technical surveillance countermeasures (Cyber 
TSCM), mobile device spyware/malware examinations and vehicle 
TSCM services. We also provide OSINT (Open Source Intelligence) 
Personal Data Scans. Our services identify human, technical, and 
electronic threats.

We provide you with an all-inclusive service with the goal of 
restoring your privacy and peace of mind. We listen to you. 
We focus on your needs. We give you a thorough and effective 
service. That’s why we are a top-rated, world-class, professional 
counterespionage company.

Industry Affiliations

ComSec LLC 

is dedicated to 

service excellence.
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Who We Are



ComSec puts over three decades of combined Counterintelligence, 
Cyber & TSCM experience to work for you. Since its formation 
in 2007, ComSec LLC has become a globally recognized leading 
TSCM/Cyber TSCM services provider. We offer world-class 
electronic eavesdropping detection advisory services to our clients 
in the United States and abroad. And, through our dedication 
to excellence and providing outstanding customer service, we 
maintain an A+ BBB rating. 

Highlights:

We use proprietary processes that are highly effective in 
detecting electronic and cyber eavesdropping attacks;

Our TSCM/Cyber TSCM Specialists are among the best in 
the industry, each being highly trained and having several 
decades of hands on experience detecting and investigating 
electronic eavesdropping penetrations; 

We use only the most technologically advanced and effective 
TSCM/Cyber TSCM equipment to perform our services; and

We are “Cyber TSCM” visionaries and leaders in the detection 
of cyber eavesdropping devices and threats.

ComSec LLC’s Residential TSCM / Cyber TSCM services clients 
include business owners, CEO’s and other executives, celebrities, 
high net worth individuals, those who work from home, those 
involved in litigation, and other high-risk individuals who believe 
their privacy has been compromised. From 50,000+ sq. ft. estates 
to condominiums, our Specialists provide professional services that 
restore your privacy and peace of mind.

ComSec LLC is a 

globally recognized, 

leading provider of 

TSCM/Cyber TSCM 

Services. 
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ComSec’s TSCM/Cyber TSCM services address a wide variety and 
complexity of  electronic eavesdropping devices and vulnerabilities. 
From inexpensive spy shop devices to advanced persistent threats, 
we hunt the devices and threats that can compromise your privacy 
and security. 

Using technologically advanced equipment, proven protocols and their 
extensive knowledge of eavesdropping devices and vulnerabilities, our 
Specialists provide world-class TSCM/Cyber TSCM services.

ComSec’s TSCM/Cyber TSCM services detect electric eavesdropping 
devices, cyber eavesdropping devices and threats, devices that are 
switched on and in use, devices that are powered on but in standby 
mode, or even switched off devices without any power.

Examples of the types of electronic
eavesdropping devices and threats we detect are:

Elicit audio or optical bugging devices
GSM, 2G, 3G, 4G and LTE cellular eavesdropping devices
Wireless bugs
Wire & mic taps and telephone taps
Carrier current bugs
Micro wireless video devices
Laser or infrared eavesdropping devices
Ultrasonic eavesdropping devices
VoIP phone intrusions
Illicit IMSI catcher attacks
Audio/visual equipment vulnerabilities
Wi-Fi intrusions
Bluetooth vulnerabilities
Mobile device and computer spyware/malware
GPS tracking and eavesdropping devices in/on vehicles

ComSec’s electronic and cyber eavesdropping detection capabilities 
are known for being the best in the industry. And, we continually 
seek out the most advanced detection equipment to address the 
ever-changing threat landscape, which provide our customers with 
a technological advantage.

ComSec’s
electronic and cyber 
eavesdropping 
detection capabilities 
are known for being 
the best in the 
industry.
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ComSec offers the following residential services: 

ComSec understands the vulnerabilities that can result from a breach 
of privacy in your personal spaces and/or with your personal devices. 
That’s why our residential services are focused on restoring your 
privacy and your peace of mind! 

If you suspect electronic eavesdroppers have compromised your personal 
space, then you need a professional TSCM / Cyber TSCM services company 
to perform a comprehensive Residential TSCM/Cyber TSCM survey.

ComSec LLC’s Residential TSCM/Cyber TSCM services include a survey 
of your residence, Wi-Fi, vehicles, and spyware/malware detection 
for mobile devices and computers. Why include your Wi-Fi, vehicles, 
mobile devices, computers, etc.? Electronic eavesdroppers target 
Wi-Fi, vehicles and personal devices because of the vast amount of 
information that can be obtained.

As an example:

By hacking into your Wi-Fi, eavesdroppers can collect 
information from the connected devices. And they can also 
disable Wi-Fi connected devices such as security cameras.

By placing a GPS tracker on your vehicles or an electronic 
eavesdropping device in your vehicles, an eavesdropper can 
gather information about your movements, your schedules, 
your contacts, private conversations, etc.

By installing spyware/malware on your mobile devices or 
computers, an eavesdropper can access your location, emails, 
contacts, text messages, photos, videos, voice mails, usernames 
& passwords, Internet searches, use the camera and/or 
microphone at will, etc.

From large estates, to executive homes, to corporate apartments, 
ComSec’s residential TSCM /Cyber TSCM services are a wise choice in your 
effort to protect your privacy, your personal information and your security.  

Residential
TSCM/Cyber TSCM Services
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Trust ComSec’s 
TSCM/Cyber TSCM 
services to detect your 
exposures before your 
valuable information is 
compromised.



One of the weakest links in personal security is a cell phone. Why? 
A cell phone is usually always turned on and not more than 6’ away 
from the user. Once spyware/malware is installed on a cell phone, 
the perpetrator can access information on the device, and even 
record your voice, image and track you wherever you go. This type 
of privacy invasion can be personally or financially devastating, and 
it can compromise your personal security.

ComSec LLC provides cell phone forensic services for clients who 
believe their mobile device is compromised by spyware, malware, key 
loggers, and other malicious payloads. We use Cellebrite cell phone 
forensic technology, which is preferred by law enforcement, military, 
and intelligence services. The software detects the presence of 
spyware/malware, and provides information about how and when the 
device became infected. The service also includes an electronic report 
of the contents of the device* including:

SMS text messages

Emails

Calls dialed, calls received, call times, and call durations

Contacts (contact names and phone numbers)

Residential and email addresses in the address book

Locations based on wifi, cell towers, and GPS coordinates

Photos

Videos

To initiate services, send your cell phone and the completed service 
request form to ComSec LLC’s Virginia Beach, VA office. Within 2-3 
business days of our receipt of your cell phone, you will receive an 
email with instructions to retrieve your electronic report and we 
will ship your device to you. 

Do you suspect your cell phone is infected with spyware/malware? 
Know for certain with ComSec LLC’s cell phone forensics services. 

Note: the report includes the undeleted contents of the device. If 
the content has been deleted and written over in the memory of 
the device, the information will not be included in the report.  

ComSec is a trusted 

partner in the war 

against electronic 

eavesdropping 

attacks.
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How much information about you is available on the Internet? Is 
there enough cumulative information that a bad actor could locate 
you, impersonate you to gain access to your accounts, or otherwise 
use this information to compromise your identity, privacy or safety? 
A ComSec OSINT Personal Data Scan can help you access the type 
and extent of information that is publicly available, and to take 
action to protect your privacy and security.

Why Certain Personal Information on the Internet 
May Be Detrimental to You

Individuals seeking retaliation may attempt to locate you, 
particularly if you work in certain professions.

You may be visited at home by person(s) who seek to harm 
you, your spouse, roommates or children.

You may be targeted by groups or individuals with opposing 
views or biases.

The information may be used for identity theft or financial 
theft purposes.

Foreigners may target you for certain scams or types of theft.
Someone may pose as you on a call or in person and use the 
information for nefarious purposes.

Our OSINT Personal Data Scan services are provided by an OSINT expert, 
and not an automated software program. First, we provide a snapshot of 
the publicly available information in an electronic summary report. Then, 
we can offer follow on services to provide assistance in the removal of 
certain types of information from the Internet. 

ComSec’s OSINT personal data scan can help understand your exposures, 
and help you to better protect your privacy and personal security.

ComSec’s OSINT 
personal data 
scan can help you 
understand your 
exposures, and help 
you to better protect 
your privacy and 
personal security.
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Your personal privacy and security are paramount. If 
you’re at all concerned that your home, vehicles, mobile 
devices and/or computers are compromised, you need 
ComSec’s Residential TSCM / Cyber TSCM services. Our 
highly skilled Specialist will detect the threats, identify your 
vulnerabilities, and restore your privacy and peace of mind! 
Contact ComSec via our secure contact form or call us today at (800) 615-0392 for a quote for services.Co
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CONTACT COMSEC TODAY!
COMSEC LLC   800-615-0392   ComSecUSA.com
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